If Location Accuracy is Bad, use “Collect Here”

Sometimes the location accuracy will be worse than the minimum required accuracy that was set previously, and you won’t be able to set down the Repair at your location. It’s annoying but there are two fixes for the problem:

1) **If the location accuracy is that bad** -- less than 10-20 m – it’s better to place the repair by using the map. Touch the map where the repair should be located and hold until the address/location shows up. Then select the symbol to open a menu and choose **Collect Here**.

2) **Alternatively**, you could make it work by changing the setting Required Accuracy setting:
   - To find the settings icon, you must **first start a repair**.
   - When the Repair box is open, the **Settings** icon is available at upper left corner.
   - Slide the Required Accuracy to the right to allow repair items to be collected even when the GPS location accuracy is not good.